Preservation and Change in Two Temperamental Types

Results:

This study assessed a large group of adolescents, 15 to 16 years old, who have been members of a longitudinal sample classified originally at 4 months of age as high or low reactives to unfamiliar events.

The behavioural and biological features that are the expected outcomes of high or low reactivity were present. Specifically, more high than low reactive adolescents were affectively subdued while interacting with the unfamiliar examiner examiner in the laboratory setting and in the interview at home.

Further, the high reactives described self as less relaxed and more worried about unfamiliar social situations than low reactives. In addition, the adolescents who had high reactive showed shallower habituation of the N400 waveform to discrepant scenes and sentences that ended with a word that rendered the sentence incongruous. Finally, the high reactives were more likely to display sympathetic tone in the cardiovascular system; more low reactives displayed greater parasympathetic tone. This evidence implies that aspects of the infant temperaments are preserved for 15 years and supports the assumption that the two groups differ in the inherited neurochemistry of the amygdala and its projections.
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